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MYLEXIA EDUCATORS2

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Lexia educators navigated diverse and
shifting teaching environments across
the 2020–2021 school year.1
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Voices of
Lexia Educators
The data that is readily
available is one of the best
assets I have in my position.
As a Title 1 teacher, I am
looking for areas that my
students are struggling in.
Lexia data not only helps me
target that area quickly but
also provides additional
lessons to utilize in my
interventions.
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POWERFUL DATA AND RESOURCES

Lexia educators used myLexia® at record-breaking rates, totaling
more than 17.6M logins across the 2020–2021 school year.2
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On average, educators logged into
myLexia four times per week

14,427 educators accessed their student data
on the go with the myLexia mobile app

A typical myLexia session
was just 11.5 minutes long

46,023 educators used Lexia’s e-learning platform
for on-demand program and literacy learning

BLENDED LEARNING IN ACTION

Educators took advantage of Lexia’s suite of resources to create a personalized and engaging
learning environment in both virtual and physical classrooms.2
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Lexia Lessons® delivered

Lexia Skill Builders®
delivered

Level certificates delivered
NEW!
Interactive digital Lessons and
Skill Builders downloaded

Voices of Lexia Educators
I love that there is a teacher lesson that matches up with what students are struggling with on the online
platform. I think that this is one of the things that sets Lexia apart from other online learning programs. Lexia
includes the educator as part of the learning process.

WHAT EDUCATORS ARE SAYING 1
myLexia was easy to use
90% said
(N = 2,413)

88%

said myLexia helps them more
efficiently evaluate their students’ needs
(N = 2,387)

educators said Lexia programs
95% ofhadnew
met or exceeded their expectations
(N = 2,004)

79%

said their student outcomes are
improving due to Lexia programs
(N = 4,650)

1. From a survey of 7,559 educators and administrators deployed five times
across the 2020–2021 school year by Lexia Research.
2. Results for educators who logged into the myLexia platform between
July 27, 2020 and May 30, 2021. Data compiled and analyzed by Lexia Research.

Voices of Lexia Educators
I have seen the reading/comprehension
growth both in my students and in my own
child from using the program. Lexia provides
sustainable and quality supplemental
opportunities for students who are closing
the achievement gap, students on level
working to reinforce learning, and students
who are working above grade level.

